Introduction
"GPRS based LAN monitoring and controlling" is developed to regulate and monitor the LAN network from our wireless handheld device, i.e. a smart phone using email at anyplace deprived of limitation of distance. You have a LAN setup at your agency or bureau. By sitting at house if you want to recognize the standing of LAN then you can do it by just sending an email. Wireless devices are broadly used and it has breached every part of our life. To distantly monitor a network through email system is a mirage, this concept is an attempt to get to this mirage a reality, and this is where the genesis of this concept lays LAN monitoring using GPRS technology can be employed in administrative bureau, shopping mall as well as academy or academy level.
The main objective of GPRS based LAN monitoring and controlling is to provide maximum details about the network to the administrator on their smart phone, when the administrator is away from the office goes out the station. Every time when administrator goes away from the server, it can be more dangerous as there is no control of anyone over the server. It may convert into any bad mishap like client will not do their allocated work, clients can be idle without doing any work, and the client can access unauthorized files or can access restricted sites over the Internet.
In the organization the overseer is responsible for turnover or damage of the representation. It is more vital that the overseer will have to be persistently in touch with the server and it results in value-added efficiency of the enterprise. When it is required to release a new version of the software, it is helpful to take reference to previous versions.
If designers identify in advance which approaches of software may be reformed or will cause errors, then developers can focus more on these faults. This will result in evolving, innovative software.
II. Related Work
This part clarifies definite fundamentals of GSM built LAN observing in which SMS leftovers the greatest effective communication system for advancing the content onto the cell phone devices. This is a server based application that provides in which there is the ability to Send and receive SMS messages. The network used here is GSM network, which requires TCP/IP protocol. This paper introduces the conception and execution of a multi-channel remote controller for family and bureau applications. The core impression behind this effort is to combine selected present remote controller stations in a mutual platform. The suggestion is that the controller is more trustworthy than conventional ones, especially during an emergency condition such as main server failure and interruption in GSM. The recommended system allows supple entrée to controlled devices. The phone-based interface would relay the commands to a server system that would perform the essential action and return a purpose completion SMS that would be sent to the administrator. This suggested that developed system has provided a low cost, secure, and accessible, remotely monitored and controlled solution for LAN monitoring using GSM. The project aims to develop various network utilities which are required to effectively monitor a LAN network. It aims to build up an integrated software solution that allows a network administrator to remotely monitor his LAN by his cell phone. This project is to offer the most details about the network to the administrator on their mobile phone, when administrator when is away from office or goes out of station. It presented the publicly available web based Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and the accessibility of low-cost integrated General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) /Global Positioning Systems (GPS) modem has enabled the evolution of embedded stand-alone home monitoring systems. Local range monitoring systems have been extended to a wider remote range using GSM/GPRS networks and wireless TCP/IP based communications. [ This theme gives a theoretical account of public presentation, security tradeoff optimization based on a Co evolutionary genetic algorithm (CGA) for the networked DC motor system. Experiments are described that CGA is very accomplished in finding the Nash equilibrium for the tradeoff model on the NCS. In this paper, they have presented the process to access the computers with the help of android mobile phones. This process is based on VNC (virtual network computing). The image of the desktop is compressed before it is transmitted to the cellular phone. There are numerous functions delivered so as to ease the viewing on smart phones. Shortcut functions can be used to quickly access the often used area. Existing key assignments can be viewed using guidance function. This organization has provided mobility for users for checking their computer desktops over the net. More facilities and features for accessing applications running on remote desktop from mobile handheld devices will be provided. Thus the extended scope of this system will prove to be helpful in providing mobility and accessing the remote desktop over the internet. Virtual Network Computing (VNC) is a remote control system which allows the user to view and interact with one computer (the server) to another computer or cellular phones (the viewer or client) anywhere on the internet. The system to be accessed must be running a VNC server and it must be attached to a network. A proxy is used for sending the copy of the desktop to the phone, to convert different devices, to overpower network traffics. VNC is a simple protocol for remote access to graphical user interfaces. [7] III.
The Proposed Approach
You can see the components below. Only one server is there, but several clients are there and the email system. These three things are the main parts of the system. Here, when the overseer is beyond the locality, he can log into the valid email account. Then he can monitor and control the LAN.
When the administrator log into the authenticated account and then he can use the services as net view, client list, shut down, restrictions to the access, kill process, open file, delete file, etc. By using the facilities provided by POP3 (Post Office Protocol) server. Then over seer can communicate with the server machine and get expected results.
We are using one technique used which is called as a message parser and by using this technique the server machine can recognize the commands send by the administrator and vice versa. It will allocate the resources to the client demanded by a particular client. It will give a clear view to the administrator and makes work simple.
The Overseer sends request to the server through email. After recognition of the client by the overseer, he is then able to monitor and extract data from the data buffer. In which latest 15 Sec data onto each machine is updated or kept and sends this info to the overseer as a response.
The Administrator is provided with a GUI based application in J2ME for sending command messages instantly without the need to retype messages all the time. The Server sends commands to the clients in net.
Communication is done with the GPRS enable device in which client connects with the server and the server connects with the client. All clients are controlled as well as monitored by the administrator via a series of emails.
The administrator controls the LAN through his GPRS enable device even if he is in the distant place. The clients communicate with the administrator. LAN monitoring and controlling using GPRS technology can be used in various things like in administrations, shopping center as well as institutional or university level. Here, GPRS enabled device is sending emails to the host. In the email, there is a dispatcher's Name. The name is then cross-checked with the names in a database. The subject, i.e. which email is sent to the host. The server recognizes the client from list of clients.
By using parser we identify the insides of an email. By using process builder class we perform this process for a special client. Then after the achievement of a demanded action on the client, the client sends the response to the server. Then the server responds to the administrator through email again parsing is used to send email to administrator specify that operations on the client is performed.
In that respect is no any database maintained in this project, there is only one database, it can be a file i.e. any type of secondary storage. Through the database, we get the data as we want.
Work Flow
Figure. 
Figure.7-Client side module
Here is the client side module of our project which is used to connect the client to server module and use the facility provided by server like opening files, using the resources etc. Here we have to enter the IP address of the client machine and click the connect button to connect. The connect button will use the programming structure and connect to that machine to the server module.
IV. Conclusion
This paper explains the basics of GPRS based LAN monitoring and controlling system. Email remains the most proficient communication system for pushing the content on to the devices because every professional worker uses the electronic message scheme. The system will provide a low price, protected, manageable, remotely monitored and controlled result for LAN monitoring using GPRS technology. Demon tool of our scheme will manage the joining between the clients and server of our system which will manage the services and control it. When any emails related to any command comes at email fetcher, it will automatically read and consider the appropriate action by server module. The server module will remain active on a server and will offer the power to post and receive Email messages through GPRS network and communicates through the standard SMTP/POP3 protocol. The host module is responsible for all the services which offered to the guest.
V.
